Models of word alignment built as sequences of links have limited expressive power, but are easy to decode. Word aligners that model the alignment matrix can express arbitrary alignments, but are difficult to decode. We propose an alignment matrix model as a correction algorithm to an underlying sequencebased aligner. Then a greedy decoding algorithm enables the full expressive power of the alignment matrix formulation. Improved alignment performance is shown for all nine language pairs tested. The improved alignments also improved translation quality from Chinese to English and English to Italian.
Introduction
Word-level alignments of parallel text are crucial for enabling machine learning algorithms to fully utilize parallel corpora as training data. Word alignments appear as hidden variables in IBM Models 1-5 (Brown et al., 1993) in order to bridge a gap between the sentence-level granularity that is explicit in the training data, and the implicit word-level correspondence that is needed to statistically model lexical ambiguity and word order rearrangements that are inherent in the translation process. Other notable applications of word alignments include crosslanguage projection of linguistic analyzers (such as POS taggers and named entity detectors,) a subject which continues to be of interest. (Yarowsky et al., 2001) , (Benajiba and Zitouni, 2010) The structure of the alignment model is tightly linked to the task of finding the optimal alignment.
Many alignment models are factorized in order to use dynamic programming and beam search for efficient marginalization and search. Such a factorization encourages -but does not require -a sequential (often left-to-right) decoding order. If left-to-right decoding is adopted (and exact dynamic programming is intractable) important right context may exist beyond the search window. For example, the linkage of an English determiner may be considered before the linkage of a distant head noun.
An alignment model that jointly models all of the links in the entire sentence does not motivate a particular decoding order. It simply assigns comparable scores to the alignment of the entire sentence, and may be used to rescore the top-N hypotheses of another aligner, or to decide whether heuristic perturbations to the output of an existing aligner constitute an improvement. Both the training and decoding of full-sentence models have presented difficulties in the past, and approximations are necessary.
In this paper, we will show that by using an existing alignment as a starting point, we can make a significant improvement to the alignment by proposing a series of heuristic perturbations. In effect, we train a model to fix the errors of the existing aligner. From any initial alignment configuration, these perturbations define a multitude of paths to the reference (gold) alignment. Our model learns alignment moves that modify an initial alignment into the reference alignment. Furthermore, the resulting model assigns a score to the alignment and thus could be used in numerous rescoring algorithms, such as top-N rescorers.
In particular, we use the maximum entropy frame-work to choose alignment moves. The model is symmetric: source and target languages are interchangeable. The alignment moves are sufficiently rich to reach arbitrary phrase to phrase alignments. Since most of the features in the model are not languagespecific, we are able to test the correction model easily on nine language pairs; our corrections improved the alignment quality compared to the input alignments in all nine. We also tested the impact on translation and found a 0.48 BLEU improvement on Chinese to English and a 1.26 BLEU improvement on English to Italian translation.
Alignment sequence models
Sequence models are the traditional workhorse for word alignment, appearing, for instance, in IBM Models 1-5. This type of alignment model is not symmetric; interchanging source and target languages results in a different aligner. This parameterization does not allow a target word to be linked to more than one source word, so some phrasal alignments are simply not considered. Often the choice of directionality is motivated by this restriction, and the choice of tokenization style may be designed (Lee, 2004) to reduce this problem. Nevertheless, aligners that use this parameterization internally often incorporate various heuristics in order to augment their output with the disallowed alignments -for example, swapping source and target languages to obtain a second alignment (Koehn et al., 2007) with different limitations. Training both directions jointly (Liang et al., 2006) and using posterior probabilities during alignment prediction even allows the model to see limited right context. Another alignment combination strategy (Deng and Zhou, 2009 ) directly optimizes the size of the phrase table of a target MT system. Generative models (such as Models 1-5, and the HMM model (Vogel et al., 1996) ) motivate a narrative where alignments are selected left-to-right and target words are then generated conditioned upon the alignment and the source words. Generative models are typically trained unsupervised, from parallel corpora without manually annotated word-level alignments.
Discriminative models of alignment incorporate source and target words, as well as more linguistically motivated features into the prediction of alignment. These models are trained from annotated word alignments. Examples include the maximum entropy model of (Ittycheriah and Roukos, 2005) or the conditional random field jointly normalized over the entire sequence of alignments of (Blunsom and Cohn, 2006) .
Joint Models
An alternate parameterization of alignment is the alignment matrix (Niehues and Vogel, 2008) . For a source sentence F consisting of words f 1 ...f m , and a target sentence E = e 1 ...e l , the alignment matrix A = {σ ij } is an l × m matrix of binary variables. If σ ij = 1, then e i is said to be linked to f j . If e i is unlinked then σ ij = 0 for all j. There is no constraint limiting the number of source tokens to which a target word is linked either; thus the binary matrix allows some alignments that cannot be modeled by the sequence parameterization. All 2 lm binary matrices are potentially allowed in alignment matrix models. For typical l and m, 2 lm (m + 1) l , the number of alignments described by a comparable sequence model. This parameterization is symmetricif source and target are interchanged, then the alignment matrix is transposed.
A straightforward approach to the alignment matrix is to build a log linear model (Liu et al., 2005) for the probability of the alignment A. (We continue to refer to "source" and "target" words only for consistency of notation -alignment models such as this are indifferent to the actual direction of translation.) The log linear model for the alignment (Liu et al., 2005) is
where the partition function (normalization) is given by
Here the φ i (A, E, F ) are feature functions. The model is parameterized by a set of weights λ i , one for each feature function. Feature functions are often binary, but are not required to be. Feature functions may depend upon any number of components σ ij of the alignment matrix A. The sum over all alignments of a sentence pair (2 lm terms) in the partition function is computationally impractical except for very short sentences, and is rarely amenable to dynamic programming. Thus the partition function is replaced by an approximation. For example, the sum over all alignments may be restricted to a sum over the n-best list from other aligners (Liu et al., 2005) . This approximation was found to be inconsistent for small n unless the merged results of several aligners were used. Alternately, loopy belief propagation techniques were used in (Niehues and Vogel, 2008) . Loopy belief propagation is not guaranteed to converge, and feature design is influenced by consideration of the loops created by the features. Outside of the maximum entropy framework, similar models have been trained using maximum weighted bipartite graph matching (Taskar et al., 2005) , averaged perceptron (Moore, 2005) , (Moore et al., 2006) , and transformation-based learning (Ayan et al., 2005) .
Alignment Correction Model
In this section we describe a novel approach to word alignment, in which we train a log linear (maximum entropy) model of alignment by viewing it as correction model that fixes the errors of an existing aligner. We assume a priori that the aligner will start from an existing alignment of reasonable quality, and will attempt to apply a series of small changes to that alignment in order to correct it. The aligner naturally consists of a move generator and a move selector.
The move generator perturbs an existing alignment A in order to create a set of candidate alignments M t (A), all of which are nearby to A in the space of alignments. We index the set of moves by the decoding step t to indicate that we generate entirely different (even non-overlapping) sets of moves at different steps t of the alignment prediction. Typically the moves affect linkages local to a particular word, e.g. the t'th source word.
The move selector then chooses one of the alignments A t+1 ∈ M t (A t ), and proceeds iteratively: A t+2 ∈ M t+1 (A t+1 ), etc. until suitable termination criteria are reached. Pseudocode is depicted in Fig. (1.) In practice, one move for each source and
{repeat for source words} 
Move generation
Many different types of alignment perturbations are possible. Here we restrict ourselves to a very simple move generator that changes the linkage of exactly one source word at a time, or exactly one target word at a time. Many of our corrections are similar to those of (Setiawan et al., 2010) , although our motivation is perhaps closer to (Brown et al., 1993) , who used similar perturbations to approximate intractable sums that arise when estimating the parameters of the generative models Models 3-5, and approach refined in (Och and Ney, 2003) . We note that our corrections are designed to improve even a highquality starting alignment; in contrast the model of (Fossum et al., 2008) considers deletion of links from an initial alignment (union of aligners) that is likely to overproduce links.
From the point of view of the alignment matrix, we consider changes to one row or one column (generically, one slice) of the alignment matrix. At each step t, the move set M t (A t ) is formed by choosing a slice of the current alignment matrix A t , and generating all possible alignments from a few families of moves. Then the move generator picks another slice and repeats. The m + l slices are cycled in a fixed order: the first m slices correspond to source words (ordered according to a heuristic topdown traversal of the dependency parse tree if available), and the remaining l slices correspond to target words, similarly parse-ordered. For each slice we consider the following families of moves, illustrated by rows.
• add link to row i -for one j such that σ ij = 0, make σ ij = 1 (shown here for row i = 1.)
• remove one or more links from row i -for some j such that σ ij = 1, make σ ij = 0 (shown here for i = 3.)
• move a link in row i -for one j and one j such that σ ij = 1 and σ ij = 0, make σ ij = 0 and σ ij = 1 (shown here for i = 1.)
• leave row i unchanged Similar families of moves apply to column slices (source words.) In practice, perturbations are restricted by a window (typically ±5 from existing links.) If the given source word is unlinked, we consider adding a link to each target word in a window (±5 from nearby links.) The window size restrictions mean that some reference alignments are not reachable from the starting point. However, this is unlikely to limit performance -an oracle aligner achieves 97.6%F -measure on the Arabic-English training set.
Move selection
A log linear model for the selection of the candidate alignment at t+1 from the set of alignments M t (A t ) generated by the move generator at step t takes the form:
where the partition function is now given by
and A t+1 ∈ M t (A t ) is required for correct normalization. This equation is notationally very similar to equation (1), except that the predictions of the model are restricted to a small set of nearby alignments. For the move generator considered in this paper, the summation in Eq. (4) is similarly restricted, and hence training the model is tractable. The set of candidate alignments M t (A t ) typically does not contain the reference (gold) alignment; we model the best alignment among a finite set of alternatives, rather than the correct alignment from among all possible alignments. This is a key difference between our model and (Liu et al., 2005) .
Note that if we extended our definition of perturbation to the limiting case that the alignment set included all possible alignments then we would clearly recover the standard log linear model of alignment.
Training
Since the model is designed to predict perturbation to an alignment, it is trained from a collection of errorful alignments and corresponding reference sequences of aligner moves that reach the reference (gold) alignment. We construct a training set from a collection of sentence pairs and reference alignments for training (A * n , E n , F n ) N n=1 , as well as collections of corresponding "first pass" alignments A n 1 produced by another aligner. For each n, we form a number of candidate alignment sets M t (A n t ), one for each source and target word. For training purposes, the true alignment from the set is taken to be the one identical with A * n in the slice targeted by the move generator at the current step. (A small number of move sets do not have an exact match and are discarded.) Then we form an objective function from the log likelihood of reference alignment, smoothed with a gaussian prior
where the likelihood of each training sample is
The likelihood has a term for each sentence pair and for each decoder step. The model is trained by gradient ascent using the l-BFGS method (Liu and Nocedal, 1989) , which has been successfully used for training log linear models (Blunsom and Cohn, 2006) in many natural language tasks, including alignment.
Features
A wide variety of features were used in the model. We group the features in three broad categories: link-based, geometrical, and parse-based.
Link-based features are those which decompose into a (linear) sum of alignment matrix elements σ ij . An example link-based feature is one that fires if a source language noun is linked to a target language determiner. Note that this feature may fire more than once in a given sentence pair: as with most features in our model, it is an integer-valued feature that counts the number of times a structure appears in a sentence pair. These features do not capture any correlation between different σ ij . Among the linkbased features are those based on Model 1 translation matrix parameters τ (e i |f j ) and τ (f j |e i ). We bin the model 1 parameters, and form integer-valued features for each bin that count the number of links with τ 0 < τ (e i |f j ) < τ 1 .
Geometrical features are those which capture correlation between different σ ij based on adjacency or nearness. They capture the idea that nearby words in one language link to nearby words in the other language -the motivation of HMM-based models of alignment. An example is a feature that counts the number of times that the next word in the source language is linked to the next word in the target language:
Parse-based features are those which capture correlation between different σ ij , but use parsing to determine links which are correlated -for example, if a determiner links to the same word as its head noun. As an example, if e i is the headword of e i , and f j is the headword of f j , then
counts the number of times that a dependency relation in one language is preserved by alignment in the other language. This feature can also be decorated, either lexically, or with part-of-speech tags (as many features in all three categories are.)
Unsupervised Adaptation
We constructed a heuristic phrase dictionary for unsupervised adapatation. After aligning a large unannotated parallel corpus with our aligner, we enumerate fully lexicalized geometrical features that can be extracted from the resulting alignments -these are entries in a phrase dictionary. These features are tied, and treated as a single real-valued feature that fires during training and decoding phases if a set of hypothesized links matches the geometrical feature extracted from the unannotated data. The value of this real-valued feature is the log of the number of occurrences of the identical (lexicalized) geometrical feature in the aligned unannotated corpus.
Results
We design our experiments to validate that a correction model using simple features, mostly nonlanguage-specific, can improve the alignment accuracy of a variety of existing aligners for a variety of language pairs; we do not attempt to exactly match features between comparison aligners -this is unlikely to lead to a robust correction model.
Arabic-English alignment results
We trained the Arabic-English alignment system on 5125 sentences from Arabic-English treebanks (LDC2008E61, LDC2008E22) that had been annotated for word alignment. Reference parses were used during the training. Results are measured on a 500 sentence test set, sampled from a wide variety of parallel corpora, including various genres. During alignment, only automaticallygenerated parses (based on the parser of (Ratnaparkhi, 1999)) were available. Alignments on initial align correction model R (%) P (%) the training and test sets were decoded with three other aligners, so that the robustness of the correction model to different input alignments could be validated. The three aligners were GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) (with the MOSES (Koehn et al., 2007) postprocessing option -alignment grow-diag-final-and) the posterior HMM aligner of (Ge, 2004) , a maximum entropy sequential model (ME-seq) (Ittycheriah and Roukos, 2005) . ME-seq is our primary point of comparison: it is discriminatively trained (on the same training data,) uses a rich set of features, and provides the best alignments of the three. Three correction models were trained: corr(GIZA++) is trained to correct the alignments produced by GIZA++, corr(HMM) is trained to correct the alignments produced by the HMM aligner, and corr(ME-seq) is trained to correct the alignments produced by the ME-seq model.
In Table ( 1) we show results for our system correcting each of the aligners as measured in the usual recall, precision, and F -measure. 1 The resulting improvements in F -measure of the alignments produced by our models over their corresponding baselines is statistically significant (p < 10 −4 , indicated by a * .) Statistical significance is tested by a Monte Carlo bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986 ) -sampling with replacement the difference in F -measure of the two system's alignments of the same sentence pair. Both recall and precision are improved, but the improvement in precision is somewhat larger. We also show cross-condition results in which a correction model trained to correct HMM alignments is applied to correct ME-seq alignments. These results show that our correction model is robust to different starting aligners. Table ( 2) presents results for Chinese-English word alignments. The training set for the corr(MEseq) model consisted of approximately 8000 handaligned sentences sampled from LDC2006E93 and LDC2008E57. The model was trained to correct the output of the ME-seq aligner, and tested on the same condition. For this language pair, reference parses were not available in our training set, so automatically-generated parses were used for both training and test sets. Results are measured on a 512 sentence test set, sampled from a wide variety of parallel corpora of various genres. We compare performance with GIZA++, and with the ME-seq aligner. Again the resulting improvement over the ME-seq aligner is statistically significant. However, here the improvement in recall is somewhat larger than the improvement in precision. Table ( 3) presents alignment results for seven other language pairs. Separate alignment corrector models were trained for both directions of Italian ↔ English and Portuguese ↔ English. The training and test data vary by language, and are sampled uniformly from a diverse set of corpora of various genres, including newswire, and technical manuals. Manual alignments for training and test data were annotated. We compare performance with the MEseq aligner trained on the same training data. As with the Chinese results above, customization and feature development for the language pairs was minimal. In general, machine parses were always available for the English half of the pair. Machine parses were also available for French and Spanish. Machine part of speech tags were available for all language (although character-based heuristic was substituted for Japanese.) Large amounts (up to 10 million sentence pairs) of unaligned parallel text was available for model 1 type features. Our model obtained improved alignment F -measure in all language pairs, although the improvements were small for ES→EN and FR→EN, the language pairs for which the baseline accuracy was the highest.
Chinese-English alignment results

Additional language pairs
Analysis
Some of the improvement can be attributed to "lookahead" during the decoding. For example, the English word "the", which (during Arabic-English alignment) should often be aligned to the same Arabic words to which its headword is linked. The number of errors associated with "the" dropped from 383 (186 false alarms, 197 misses) in the ME-seq model to 137 (60 false alarms and 77 misses) in the current model.
In largest contribution is noted by removing features based on the Model 1 translation matrices. These features contain a wealth of lexical information learned from approximately 7 × 10 6 parallel sentences -information that cannot be learned from a relatively small amount of word-aligned training data. Geometrical features contribute more than parse-based features, but the contribution from parse-based features is important, and these are more difficult to incorporate into sequential models. We note that all of the comparison aligners had equivalent lexical information. We show a small improvement from the unsupervised adaptation -learning phrases from the parallel corpus that are not captured by the lexical features based on model 1. The final row in the table shows the result of running the correction model on its own output. The improvement is not statistically significant, but it is important to note the performance is stable -a further indication that the model is robust to a wide variety of input alignments, and that our decoding scheme is a reasonable approach to finding the best alignment.
In table 4, we characterize the errors based on the fertility of the source and target words. We focus on the case that exactly one target word is linked to exactly two source words. These are the links that Table 7 : Translation results, En to It are poorly suited for the HMM and ME-seq models used in this comparison because of the chosen directionality: the source (Arabic, Chinese) words are the states and the target (English) words are the observation. The HMM is able to produce these links only by the use of posterior probabilities, rather than viterbi decoding. The ME-seq model only produces these links because of language-specific postprocessing. GIZA++ has an underlying sequential model, but uses both directionalities. The correction model improved performance across all three of these links structures. The single exception is that the number of 2 − 1 false alarms increased (Zh-En alignments) but in this case, the first pass ME-seq alignment produced few false alarms because it simply proposed few links of this form. It is also notable that 1−2 links are more numerous than 2−1 links, in both language pairs. This is consequence of the choice of directionality and tokenization style.
Translation Impact
We tested the impact of improved alignments on the performance of a phrase-based translation system (Ittycheriah and Roukos, 2007) for three lan-guage pairs. Our alignment did not improve the performance of a mature Arabic to English translation system, but two notable successes were obtained: Chinese to English, and English to Italian. It is well known that improved alignment performance does not always improve translation performance (Fraser and Marcu, 2007) . A mature machine translation system may incorporate alignments obtained from multiple aligners, or from both directions of an asymmetric aligner. Furthermore, with large amounts of training data (the Gale Phase 4 Arabic English corpus consisting of 8 × 10 6 sentences,) a machine translation system is subject to a saturation effect: correcting an alignment may not yield a significant improvement because the the phrases learned from the correct alignment have already been acquired in other contexts.
For the Chinese to English translation system (table 6) the training corpus consisted of 11 × 10 6 sentence pairs, subsampled to 10 6 . The test set was NIST MT08 Newswire, consisting of 691 sentences and 4 reference translations. Corpus-level performance (columns 2 and 3) improved when measured by BLEU, but not by TER. Performance on the most difficult sentences (near the 90th percentile, columns 4 and 5) improved on both BLEU and TER (Snover et al., 2006) , and the improvement in BLEU was larger for the more difficult sentences than it was overall. Translation performance further improved, by a smaller amount, using both ME-seq and corr(ME-seq) alignments during the training.
The improved alignments impacted the translation performance of the English to Italian translation system (table 7) even more strongly. Here the training corpus consisted of 9.4×10 6 sentence pairs, subsampled to 387000 pairs. The test set consisted of 7899 sentences. Overall performance improved as measured by both TER and BLEU (1.26 points.)
Conclusions
A log linear model for the alignment matrix is used to guide systematic improvements to an existing aligner. Our system models arbitrary alignment matrices and allows features that incorporate such information as correlations based on parse trees in both languages. We train models to correct the errors of several existing aligners; we find the resulting models are robust to using different aligners as starting points. Improvements in alignment F -measure, often significant improvements, show that our model successfully corrects input alignments from existing models in all nine language pairs tested. The resulting Chinese-English and English-Italian word alignments also improved translation performance, especially on the English-Italian test, and notably on the particularly difficult subset of the Chinese sentences. Future work will assess its impact on translation for the other language pairs, as well as its impact on other tasks, such as named entity projection.
